Title : Air Allemand
Acc # : T0100.1996.426
Folder : 426
Composer : François Hünten
Arranged :
Publisher : James L. Hewitt
Publisher city/state : New York

Title : Ich möchter dir so gerne sagen de Girschner
Acc # : T0100.1996.427
Folder : 427
Composer : Henri Cramer
Arranged :
Publisher : Correspondance Musicale
Publisher city/state : La Haye, Netherlands

Title : Au clair de la lune caprice
Acc # : T0100.1996.428
Folder : 428
Composer : A. Croizez
Arranged :
Publisher : Colombier
Publisher city/state : Paris, France
Title: Auf Flügeln des Gesanges
Acc #: T0100.1996.429
Folder: 429
Composer: Félix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
Arranged: Ferdinand Beyer
Publisher: Correspondance Musicale
Publisher city/state: La Haye, Netherlands

Title: Au clair de la lune, variations
Acc #: T0100.1996.430
Folder: 430
Composer:
Arranged: J.L Battmann
Publisher: Alphonse Leduc
Publisher city/state: Paris, France

Title: The Dot upon the “I”
Acc #: T0100.1996.431
Folder: 431
Composer: Johann Strauss
Arranged: James Freeman
Publisher: S.T Gordon & Son
Publisher city/state: New York

Title: Jazzy Jazz in Chinaland
Acc #: T0100.1996.432
Folder: 432
Composer: Louis F. Borromeo & Al. Hether (music) / Herman Bush (Lyric)
Arranged:
Publisher: Fred Fisher inc
Publisher city/state: New York
Title: Fair Star Waltzes
Acc #: T0100.1996.433
Folder: 433
Composer: Charles d’Albert
Arranged:
Publisher: Lee & Walker
Publisher city/state: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Title: Killarney / A Happy Circle Galop
Acc #: T0100.1996.434
Folder: 434
Composer: M.W Balfe / Edward Strauss
Arranged:
Publisher: Chas. A. Atkinson & Co
Publisher city/state: New York

Title: Sombero
Acc #: T0100.1996.435
Folder: 435
Composer: C. Chaminade
Arranged:
Publisher: Oliver Ditson
Publisher city/state: Boston, Massachusetts

Title: It was not to be
Acc #: T0100.1996.436
Folder: 436
Composer: Messler
Arranged: Scheffer
Publisher: G. Schirman
Publisher city/state: New York
Title: My Louisiana / New Orleans
Acc #: T0100.1996.437
Folder: 437
Composer: Henri Wehrmann / Henri Wehrmann & Russel McGuire
Arranged:
Publisher: Association of Commerce
Publisher city/state: New Orleans, Louisiana

Title: Margie
Acc #: T0100.1996.438
Folder: 438
Composer: Con Conrad & J. Russel Robinson (music) / Benny Davis (words)
Arranged:
Publisher: Waterson Berlin & Snyder Co.
Publisher city/state: New York

Title: La Paloma
Acc #: T0100.1996.439
Folder: 439
Composer: Yradier
Arranged: Sigfrid Stenhammes
Publisher: Deluxe Music Co
Publisher city/state: New York

Title: Hearts and Flowers
Acc #: T0100.1996.440
Folder: 440
Composer: Theo M. Tobani
Arranged:
Publisher: Carl Fisher
Publisher city/state: New York
Title: A boy's best friend is his mother
Acc #: T0100.1996.441
Folder: 441
Composer: J.P Skelly (music) / Harry Miller
Arranged:
Publisher: T.B Harms & Co
Publisher city/state: New York

Title: The Lee Rigg, or the Turban turk
Acc #: T0100.1996.442
Folder: 442
Composer:
Arranged:
Publisher: David P. Faulds
Publisher city/state: Louisville, Kentucky

Title: Nancy Lee / Drummers Song / The Judge’s Song / Chorus of Charity Girls / The Love Sick Boy / Whoa ! Emma !
Acc #: T0100.1996.443
Folder: 443
Composer: Sephen Adams / A. Sullivan
Arranged:
Publisher:
Publisher city/state:
Title: Sweethearts and Wives
Acc #: T0100.1996.444
Folder: 444
Composer: Ernest J. Symons (music) / M.G Travers (words)
Arranged: 
Publisher: 
Publisher city/state: Baltimore, Maryland

Title: Deuxième Nocturne
Acc #: T0100.1996.445
Folder: J. Leyback
Composer: 
Arranged: 
Publisher: S.T Gordon & Son
Publisher city/state: New York

Title: Charity
Acc #: T0100.1996.446
Folder: 446
Composer: Sephen Glover (music) / Charles Jeffreys (words)
Arranged: 
Publisher: Henry McCaffrey
Publisher city/state: Baltimore, Maryland

Title: A Moonlight Meander
Acc #: T0100.1996.447
Folder: 447
Composer: S.M Roberts
Arranged: 
Publisher: Roberts Music Co
Publisher city/state: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Title: Ragtime Wagner’s Ghost
Acc #: T0100.1996.448
Folder: 448
Composer: Terry Sherman (music) / J. Brandon Walsh (words)
Arranged:
Publisher: M/ Witmark & Sons
Publisher city/state: New York

Title: Pelican Waltz
Acc #: T0100.1996.449
Folder: 449
Composer: Edmond Armant
Arranged:
Publisher: H.D Hewitt
Publisher city/state: New Orleans, Louisiana

Title: Drops from Niagara
Acc #: T0100.1996.450
Folder: 450
Composer:
Arranged:
Publisher:
Publisher city/state: